
Unveiling the Genius of Hillstrom Catalog
Marketing PhD Kevin Hillstrom
When it comes to understanding customer behavior in the world of catalog
marketing, one name stands above the rest - Kevin Hillstrom. With a deep
understanding of data analytics and a passion for unraveling consumer insights,
Hillstrom is hailed as a master in his field. In this article, we delve into the life and
work of this extraordinary individual and explore why he is considered an
authority in catalog marketing.

Who is Kevin Hillstrom?

Kevin Hillstrom holds a Doctorate in Business Administration, specializing in
catalog marketing and customer analysis. Over his decades-long career, he has
helped numerous businesses transform their catalog marketing strategies,
resulting in significant improvements in customer acquisition, retention, and
overall revenue growth. His expertise lies in applying data-driven insights and
statistical modeling to understand customer behavior.

Hillstrom is known for his holistic approach to catalog marketing, focusing not
only on traditional marketing metrics but also on the qualitative aspects that
influence customer decision-making. By gaining a deep understanding of
customer preferences and motivations, Hillstrom helps businesses optimize their
catalogs to better reach their target audience.
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Creating Customer Predictive Models

One of Hillstrom's key contributions to the industry is his expertise in creating
customer predictive models. By analyzing historical purchase patterns, customer
demographics, and other relevant data points, Hillstrom develops models that can
accurately forecast customer behavior. This enables businesses to tailor their
marketing efforts to individual customers, enhancing the effectiveness of their
campaigns.

Using advanced statistical techniques, Hillstrom identifies key customer
segments and creates targeted marketing strategies for each group. Through
predictive modeling, he helps businesses optimize their customer acquisition and
retention efforts, guiding them towards increased profitability.

Driving Profitability through Merchandising Analytics

In addition to his work with customer analytics, Hillstrom is a pioneer in employing
merchandising analytics to drive profitability. By examining historical product
performance data, he identifies underperforming products and recommends
strategies to optimize product assortment and pricing.
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Hillstrom believes that a well-curated catalog is essential for capturing customer
attention and maximizing order value. By leveraging merchandising analytics,
businesses can identify the right products to feature, design effective cross-
selling and upselling strategies, and ultimately increase customer engagement
and revenue.

Thought Leadership and Publications

Kevin Hillstrom's expertise and thought leadership are not limited to his
consultancy work. He is the author of numerous highly regarded publications,
sharing his insights and innovative strategies with the industry. His blog, "The
MineThatData Blog," is a treasure trove of valuable information for any catalog
marketer.

In addition to his blog, Hillstrom has authored several books, including
"Hillstrom's Catalog Marketing PhD" and "Hillstrom's Customer Classification
Framework." These publications provide businesses with practical frameworks
and actionable advice to optimize their catalog marketing efforts.

Kevin Hillstrom's catalog marketing expertise and groundbreaking methodologies
have revolutionized the way businesses approach customer analysis. With his in-
depth knowledge of data analytics, predictive modeling, and merchandising
analytics, Hillstrom has helped countless companies achieve remarkable
improvements in their catalog marketing performance.

As catalog marketing continues to evolve, the industry can rely on thought
leaders like Kevin Hillstrom to guide them through the intricate world of customer
analysis. His dedication to maximizing customer value through data-driven
insights makes him an invaluable asset to any business striving for catalog
marketing success.
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For the first time in about a decade, there's a significant improvement in Catalog
Marketing Strategy!

Four trends shaped Catalog Marketing Strategy in the past twenty years ... the
explosion of RFM techniques, statistical modeling of customer response,
cannibalization testing, and the "matchback" of online orders to the catalog that
caused the order to happen. Since the matchback was created a decade ago,
improvements in Catalog Marketing Strategy stalled as interest shifted to online
marketing tactics.

In "Hillstrom's Catalog Marketing PhD", Kevin Hillstrom walks the reader through
a new methodology for deciding which customers will yield the most profit from
catalog mailings. By incorporating elements of RFM, statistical modeling,
cannibalization testing, Digital Profiles (a modern approach to customer
segmentation), and measurement of the "Organic Percentage", Mr. Hillstrom
clearly demonstrates how to optimize multi-channel customer profitability.
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The booklet provides the reader with a PhD-level course in Catalog Marketing
Strategy, arming the reader with the tools and techniques necessary to manage a
successful catalog marketing program in the internet era.

Chief Executive Officers, Chief Marketing Officers, and Analytics Experts will
appreciate this no-nonsense approach to increasing company profitability. For the
first time, analytics secrets that cost many clients hundreds of thousands of
dollars are being shared with the marketing public. This is a must-read for the
modern catalog marketing business leader.
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